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Other than being connected as siblings, what Angel (2006, center),
Christopher (2008, left) and Valerie (2010, right) have in common is their
passion for soccer. You couldn’t find more avid fans of the sport than
this trio. They got an exclusive treat at the invitation of the LA Galaxy
MLS Soccer Team; watching a closed practice, and meet and greet with
star players.
Angel is a handsome and active boy. He’s usually on the quiet side that
gives him the appearance of being shy in social environments but in
actuality he’s being polite. Angel adjusts his interactions to the occasion.
While he prefers to lay-low and read a book, he really shines when he’s
on the soccer field. Angel plays in a soccer league year round and is
passionate about being the best he can be during games. Angel is very
caring which shows in the attention he gives to his siblings and pet fish.
Angel does well in school and always strives to do better.
Christopher is the high-spirited middle child of the three who takes a lead
role in everything that they do as a sibling group. He’s very adventurous
and is usually the one initiating to try new things and meet new people.
Like his older brother, Christopher is very active and also enjoys playing
soccer. Christopher is engaging and all smiles whenever he in social
settings. Christopher has a big heart and he cares very much about his
siblings.
Valerie is a smartly assertive girl. Despite being the youngest, she can
stand up for herself and has no trouble holding her own amidst some
sibling rivalry. Valerie has a vivacious personality and is pretty much a
social butterfly with great capacity to make friends everywhere she goes.
She easily holds long and engaging conversation with anyone on just
about any topic. When asked by LA Galaxy Star, Zlatan Ibrahimović #9
if she played fútbol, Valerie decisively said she plays SOCCER! Like her
brothers, Valerie is active in this sport and is an active participant
wherever she does.
Our GOAL is to find one adoptive family for this loving and bonded sibling
group. Tune in to Wednesday’s Child and then call to learn more about
adoption at 1-866-921-ADOPT (2367).

